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Well then, hello and welcome to Issue 3 of Gamestyle’s
Offline Magazine.

Yes, there’s been a few changes - mainly just in adding
a splash of colour here and there to brighten up the
place, but there’s also a greater emphasis on retro
gaming (as you can no doubt notice from the main
feature in this magazine) but there’s also a greater deal
of magazine-exclusive content this time around - namely
a superb look into the world of Electronic Arts, interviews
with two pivotal gaming figures, a look into importing
Zelda if you don’t speak Japanese, and of course the
very latest in gaming reviews and previews.

Of course, Gamestyle is not just about Offline - far
from it.  If you’ve never visited gamestyle.net you’ll have
missed out on years of dedicated, hardcore gaming
news, reviews and features - we’re not just another
independent site (as this magazine will verify) - we’re
here for the long run. With unrivalled support and
recognition from all the major publishers and PR
companies, an ambitious and ever growing writing team
and even a brand new design coming in the next few
weeks (depending on when you read this) there isn’t
a site quite like Gamestyle.

Please note, though, that due to ever increasing numbers
subscribing to our free printing and postal service, we’re
going to have to ask you to forward on a stamped
addresses envelope if you’d like a copy of Issue 4 (and
beyond).  The printing’s still free, you’re still getting a
great deal, and of course, you’re perfectly welcome to
download and print your own copy from
http://www.gamestyle.net/magazine, so there’s no
losing out!  If you do want a printed copy of Issue 4,
send your SAE to:

Dean Swain
DWS
5 Chanvery Lane
London, EC4A 1BU

Enjoy the magazine, then, but please don’t be shy - we
want to know what you think.  Email us at
offline@gamestyle.net and we’ll gladly take on board
whatever you have to say.

Enjoy the mag!

Alex, Offline editor.
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News:

Here another round up

of the best bits of all the

news that hit Gamestyle

over the last few weeks

for all of you that may

have missed it courtesy

of Darren Jones:

Xbox LIVE - it’s cheap,
easy to set up and absolutely
brilliant to use.  The
downside is that developers
could get lazy and leave some
unfixed bugs to be patched
at the cost of the gamer.

Nintendo’s brand new
Gameboy Advance model
is designed to appeal to
the ‘trendy’ twenty-
somethings, although the
new lit screen should find
favour with everyone.

Gameboy Advance SP

Fed up with holding your Gameboy Advance under
a 1000-watt bulb? Fancy an afterburner add-on
but worry about damaging your precious handheld?
Well fear not as Nintendo has finally unveiled the
new Gameboy Advance and it's finally got a much-
needed light!

Incredibly the size of the new machine is tiny.
Measuring around 3 inches square and just 1 inch
thick, the new system incorporates a flip down lid
that houses the screen (ahh, brings back those
Game and Watch memories). Furthermore the
battery life is also impressive, with Nintendo stating
that the light will last around 10 hours (recharging
via the free charger will be about 3 hours.) As
expected, the Gameboy Advance SP will have
backward compatibility with every previously
released Gameboy title and Nintendo are

announcing another 60 titles for 2003. The machine
is going to be ready for launch in Europe on the
28th of March and should retail at around 140
Euros. Full specifications can be found below.

New pocket size and foldable with flip-top screen
that enables an even more compact size,
Dimension are 82mm Wx 84.6H x 24.3D and it
weighs approximately 143g,
New integrated self-contained LCD screen light,
New built in rechargeable Lithium Ion battery that
enables approximately 10 hours of continual game
play with approximately 3 hours of recharging time,
When the front light is turned off, the continual
play increases to approximately 18 hours.
Three premium metallic colour variants (silver,
black and blue),
Up to 32,000 simultaneous colours,
Display Size 40.8mm x 61.2mm,
Resolution 240 x 160 dots

32 - bit CPU with embedded memory
Multiplayer mode for up to 4 players with Game
Link cable, and of course, compatible with virtually
all existing Game Boy & Game Boy Advance games

Gameboy Advance to connect to TV

Expected for ages by gamers old enough to
remember the Snes, Nintendo have finally
announced a Game Boy Player for its Gamecube.
Sitting snugly beneath the aforementioned Cube,
the player will enable you to enjoy the likes of
Metroid Fusion and Advance Wars on your humble
television set. The device will enable you to play
your GBA games via your GBA or Gamecube pads
and will even allow you to connect up with 3 other
players (player 1 gets the TV screen, while everyone
else makes do with the standard GBA one.)

Ghost Recon gets patched.

Well it was going to happen sooner or later. The
first download for Xbox Live isn't a set of new
levels or skins for Unreal Championship but a patch
for Ghost Recon. While this will be highly
appreciated by the many gamers who are currently
playing online, we at Gamestyle cannot help but
feel that this could be the start of a worrying trend.
Kudos though to both Ubi Soft and developers
Red Storm for coming clean with the problem and
doing something about it.

Linux

Last year a mysterious donor offered two prizes
of $100,000 if certain work was completed, namely
bringing Linux to the Xbox. Part A - to get Linux
running on the Xbox - has been successfully
completed. Due to this task being achieved, the
donor has now revealed himself as Michael
Robertson, the man behind the Lindows OS. He
has now decided to extend Part B's time limit by
a further year. So if you are able to get Linux
running on an Xbox with no hardware modifications
you could be in for some cash.
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Release Dates:

Here’s the big games coming to PAL
shelves in February:

Xbox:

1st
Outlaw Volleyball

7th
ATV Quad Power Racing 2
Barbarian
Battle Engine Aquila
Legends of Wrestling II
RoboCop

14th
Dead to Rights
Mercedes-Benz World Racing
Mortal Kombat: Deadly Alliance

21st
House of the Dead III, The
James Cameron's Dark Angel

28th
Dragon's Lair 3D
Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers

Gamecube:

7th
Barbarian
BMX XXX
Disney All-Star Sports: American Football
Hunter: The Reckoning
Legends of Wrestling II
Rally Championship
Star Wars: Bounty Hunter

14th
Casper: Spirit Dimensions
Mortal Kombat: Deadly Alliance
Outlaw Golf
Robotech: Battlecry
Shrek: Extra Large

21st
Sum of All Fears, The

28th
Pac-Man World 2

PlayStation 2:

7th
ATV Offroad Fury 2
Barbarian
Battle Engine Aquila
Legends of Wrestling II
RLH
RoboCop
Treasure Planet

14th
Contra: Shattered Soldier
Midnight Club II
Mortal Kombat: Deadly Alliance
Robotech: Battlecry
Shrek Super Party

2/21 Sims, The

Nintendo have a habit of
springing these things on us,
creating a real sense of
excitement for us hacks -
the GB Player could be a
key hardware upgrade for
Cube owners.

Capcom Announce 5 New Gamecube Games

In a move that is sure to please Gamecube owners,
Capcom have announced 5 new titles for 2003.

While only Resident Evil 4 is an exclusive they
others look like they will eventually appear on
other formats. First up is the highly anticipated
Resident Evil 4 (or Biohazard 4 as it's known in
Japan).

 Leon Kennedy returns in an all-new adventure
that marks an important departure for the series.
This is the first game in the franchise to not use
the much loved (and loathed) fixed camera.

The game is already looking highly impressive and
promises even more information on the notorious
Umbrulla company.

Next up is Killer 7, a unique Cel Shaded Metal
Gear Solid alike that sees you taking on the role
of an assassin with 7 different personalities.

Dead Pheonix sees you in the role of a birdman
and seems to be Capcom's answear to Panzer
Dragoon Orta, it features muddy visuals (although
it's very early in development) and some predictably
massive bosses.  Viewtiful Joe is shaping up to be
very impressive indeed.

Consisting of wonderfully energetic characters and
manic gameplay, this definitely looks like one to
watch out for. Last and by no means least is Project
No 3, a interesting shooter starring a gutsy female
character (Perfect Dark anyone?)

Midway in trouble?

The latest developers to apparently hit financial
trouble are Midway. Initially famed for their Mortal
Kombat series (Deadly Alliance is out next month)
many of their later titles have failed to set the
gaming world alight.

It is unsure if the company is hoping to be brought
out or is simply intending to merge with another
company. Once we have more information though,
so will you.

New versions of PS2,  Xbox and Gamecube on
the way?

No one is expecting new consoles until at least
2005, but that hasn't stopped rumours of a PS 2.5
and Xbox 1.5 from being announced though. Both
consoles are said to include new features to help
them appeal to the more casual gamer.

The Ps2.5 looks likely to include a Tivo add-on to
enable recording, whilst the Xbox 1.5 or Next (as
the rumours go) will be smaller, lighter and possibly
include DVR technology as well. Finally Nintendo
are said to be releasing a portable version of the
GameCube allegedly bringing "next generation
graphics to the portable market."

Regardless of whether the above is actually correct
or not, one thing is definite, 2003 is going to be
a very interesting year.
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Preview:
Silent Hill 3

At first glance there seems to be no link between
Halo, Silent Hill 2, Rez, Tekki or Super Mario
Advance 2 and 3, however these games received
a perfect score out of almost four hundred
Gamestyle reviews.   Therefore, you can imagine
our interest when Konami announced Silent Hill
3 and promised to go even further than ever
before in the definitive horror series.

“There is some connection, and you will see later
on.”  Kazuhide Nakazawa.

For those of you who have not walked the streets
of Silent Hill before, there is no need to worry
about experiencing previous incarnations.   Whereas
many games require some knowledge of previous

The Silent Hill series has

always represented the

more physcologically

frightening end of the

survival-horror genre.

Jas takes a look ahead

at the third in the series.

releases, each Silent Hill is viewed as a separate
entity.      The only constant is the evil that swells
around the town, revealing new locations, characters
and stories with each subsequent release. Director
Nakazawa has hinted otherwise, and the consensus
is that a link with the first game is probable, but
not to the extent of re-playing the original Psone
release.   Just like the television series Tales of the
Unexpected, the only common thread is one of
insanity, strange and unnatural circumstances: for
some unknown reason we’re looking forward to
returning.

“We’d like to keep quiet about that for now.”
Hiroyuki Owaku.

What we know about the circumstances leading
up to events in Silent Hill 3 and subsequent story
line is severely limited.   The development team
realises that knowing the key events or the outcome
of a film before stepping into the cinema is a very
unhealthy situation, and one best avoided.   So
when they talk, very little is given away, however
what we do know is intriguing.

“They’ve come to
witness the Beginning.
 The rebirth of paradise,
unspoiled by mankind.”

 Unknown.

These words uttered by a pale woman seen in
the promotional trailer raise more questions than
they answer.   As ever you find yourself surrounded
by evil, blood, filth, fear and noise immediately
from the beginning, perhaps more so than ever
before.   Rather than stumbling across the undead
or those beyond description, in Silent Hill 3 you
are right up to your neck in it from the start.
For this episode you take the role of a young
woman (Heather) who finds herself in the middle
of this madness shortly after going to the
supermarket.   To some this may bring back
memories of a shopping visit to Greenock but in
this store everything is well past its sell by date –
with you being the most desirable produce.

“We didn’t set out to deliberately create a popular
female character.   It sounds like a joke, but seriously
here, the answer is we just got bored.”  Owaku.

So it seems Heather started out as a joke, after
the teams’ original idea of an old man was deemed
unworkable.   The beauty of Silent Hill is that the
central figures are not warriors or superhuman
characters: they are normal everyday people, like
you and I.   This has the advantage of making the
situation (however preposterous) seem even more

Dog’s Dinner, anyone?

The Silent Hill series has
never failed to disappoint
with the gruesome, often
perserve environments.

The darkness plays a
major part in keeping up the
suspense; the feeling that
there’s always something
just outside your torch’s
thin cone of light.  A brilliant
gameplay device.
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real, and helps establish a bond.   Heather apart
from being the most attractive lead character to
date (an attempt by Konami to boost sales?) is the
most agile, which helps show off the new animation
and keeps in line with the new focus.

“We are certainly putting more emphasis on
action.” Nakazawa.

For fans of the series this change could make or
break the third release, because the move towards
action is seen as an attempt to ensnare the
mainstream.   You may have heard of Silent Hill
before, but like an unwanted Christmas present it
lies in a corner, or in total darkness, festering,
waiting for someone brave enough to experience
its horrors.   Despite the critical acclaim and effective
marketing, the quality of the series has failed to
translate into the sales Konami had hoped for.

They’ve certainly tried with director's cuts and
alternate stories that double the possible number
of purchases, but to little avail.  Heather will have
access to automatic weapons for the first time,
but whilst powerful weapons undoubtedly means
increasingly dangerous monsters an important
element could be lost.   One of reasons why Silent
Hill works so well is that you have to fight the
monsters up close and personal – often bashing
them into a pulp with an ineffective blunt weapon.
Understandably ammunition must be treasured.

Here the emphasis is on escaping the town, not
solving a mystery or finding a relative – it’s all about
survival.   The use of and importance of puzzles
that led to some regrettable backtracking and
annoyed many will be retained.

“I would say that Silent Hill 3 will be the scariest
of the series.” Nakazawa.

The team has already stated that Silent Hill 3 will
feature many of the ideas and tricks they could
not previously implement.   Already evident is a

skin effect, which is to be found on many of the
environments – displaying veins and blood, it surely
cannot be alive?   Perhaps more organic than
previous releases, the influence of Videodrome
and Hellraiser cannot be denied.      The four-
team members responsible for the visuals are still
on board, therefore their familiarity with the
Playstation 2 should breed new levels of macabre
graphics.   Silent Hill has led the way in showing
what can be achieved through sound and new
qualities will be included but not the S-Force system
of Silent Hill 2.

“The Amusement Park is only one of the areas
that the story takes place in.” Owaku.

Indeed.   The inclusion of an amusement park is
open to boundless horror clichés but the team is
very selective in their choice of environments –
each forming an elaborate set piece.   New areas
of Silent Hill will become available thanks to a
friendly elder statesman and his car.  Already
confirmed are areas that should be full of activity
but now seem deadly quiet – the park, those
streets, and the shopping mall but most interesting
of all is the subway station.  Yet, Hiroyuki has
stated that the game begins in a town that is not
really connected with Silent Hill.

“We do not want to
stop or tone down this

extreme overkill.”
Nakazawa.

Project Zero may be a terrifying game but it lacks
any of the f**ked up plot characteristics of Silent
Hill, instead happy to contain itself amongst the
supernatural and ancient history.  You never know
what to expect from Silent Hill and with various
endings: even the conclusion is not certain.   Silent
Hill 4 anyone?

“We’re trying to help players get into this world
of fear – we want them to forget about the real
world while they’re playing.” Owaku.

It looks likely that the
monsters you’ll meet
will also live up to the
horrific ‘standards’ set by the
two previous installments.

Whilst guns and other
ranged weapons are
available, the main player
character is often
unexperienced with such
firearms, and so running is
a viable alternative.



Of course, if money's not an issue then I can say
unreservedly yes - now - go and get the game; if only
for the sheer hell of it - being able to witness those
graphics: the incredible blend of cell shading and realistic
special effects.  If you though the visuals on Starfox
were good then this will blow you away.  It's not as
smooth, mind, The Wind Waker's locked at 30 frames
per second (half the rate of Rare's title), but what
Nintendo have pulled off here is quite astonishing.
There's not a game around that manages to create
such a believable sense of depth perception, clever
use of depth of field blurring and intelligent camera
angles mean that the game creates about as 3
dimensional a view as possible given the inherently
flat output device in front of you. Get it for the music
- whether it's tasteful remixes of some classic Zelda
tunes, or whether it's the brand new tracks, TWW
doesn't disappoint.  The sound effects are equally
great, and the way the battles noises of steel against
monster add to the music, Rez-style, is quite incredible
and certainly something Miyamoto did well to keep
secret until the game's release.  Everything just sounds
as spatial as it looks, too, huge chambers have a
convincing echo effect and the Pro-Logic II surround
sound means that the Gamecube has never sounded
better.

Sadly, we're not all made of money, so back to the
point of the feature.  Zelda games have always been
a 2-sided affair.  Firstly, you've got your vast overworld
- generally massive open areas full of houses, shops,
lairs and so forth, and then you've got your dungeons.
 The dungeons tend to follow set rules - you won't
know where you're going until you get the map, then
you need the compass to highlight treasure chest and
your location, and then there's the boss key to open
the final door, where you'll face that particular dungeon's
head honcho.

The bits of the Zelda games outside of the dungeons
were always the most free-roaming, less linear if you
like, but you were always pointed in the right direction
eventually by whoever (or whatever) it was that was
charged as your guide.  Of course, when they're going
on in several forms of (complex) Japanese it's hardly
clear what to do next, in fact, without some kind of
guide you'll struggle even getting off the first island -
TWW is much more focused on the player triggering
cut scenes that advance the story and if you're not
sure what you're supposed to be looking at through
the spy-glass, or hitting with the grappling hook you'll
be running around in circles for hours.
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Sure, you might miss out
on some of the text, but
the amazingly drawn facial
expressions give away more
emotion than words in any
language - it’s never hard to
work out what Link is thinking

Miyamoto's Ocarina of Time is the stuff of legends,
if you'll excuse the wordplay.  Those of us lucky
enough to be a part of it when it was originally released
will still retain highly fond memories, and if we're
fortunate enough to speak with someone of similar
taste these days we'll instantly pull up scenes and
sections from Link's greatest ever adventure and tunnel
the conversation towards tales of Dodongo's Cavern
and the Temple of Time.  I've played through the
game several times and it never even shows hints of
getting tired - it still plays fantastically, the dungeons
a masterpiece of level design, and get this - looks just
as good now as it did back then.

There have been other Zelda games since, of course
- Majora's Mask was good, and the two Capcom-
produced GBC games were quite brilliant too, but
now Miyamoto's back behind the green hood, and
Link's latest outing is out now to buy for the Japanese
Gamecube.  Japanese.  It's that horribly squiggly stuff
that you read upside down, or something, right?

Well, if you're not prepared to wait until June/July for
the PAL release (or even March if you can play US
games) you don't really have the choice - import the

Feature:
Zelda for importers

If you’ve played any of
Link’s previous adventures
you’ll be glad to know that
the controls and weapons
are identical, there are few
items you’ll not be able to
use right away.

Alex explains why you

really should think about

importing the latest

Zelda game if you get

the chance, even if you

don’t read Japanese.

Asian version of the game, or sit whilst the lucky few
get to experience the magic without you.

For me, this was too much to miss out on.  For
someone who's Japanese language skills stretch no
further than the basic Katakana needed to sort out
Automatic from Manual on his Dreamcast F355 import,
I was well aware I would in for a challenge with a text-
heavy game like Zelda.  So, armed with a switched
US Cube, a skeletal walkthrough of the overworld bits
and a wallet full of twenties, I decided to take the
plunge and purchased my very own cute little plastic
Wind Waker.  I like those Japanese Gamecube boxes,
why can't we get those over here? This isn't going to
be a review of the game, though - for Gamestyle's
impressions of the game head on over to gamestyle.net
- and I can't promise that it'll be entirely spoiler free,
although I will try to stick to at least the standard
Zelda game principles, which if you've read this far
already I'm quite sure you'll be more than familiar
with but there will be mention of the story progression
which I will clearly mark.  What I will try to do, though,
is balance out whether importing such a huge game
as this is actually a good idea for those of us too lazy
to actually learn the language.
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With that in mind, I'd certainly recommend you
getting hold of JL Lee's basic guide over at
GameFAQS (www.gamefaqs.com/console/
gamecube/game/3447.html) and glancing over it -
 it doesn't give away anything that the characters
don't ask you to do in the game itself, so in that
respect you can't really call it cheating. If you can,
try and stick to just the bit marked Walkthrough -
it doesn't list any of the objectives, locations or
even boss tactics in each of the dungeons neither,
and if you can avoid the temptation of reading
ahead of your location, you'll be fine.

It really is little more than a very basic translation
guide - if one of the characters suggests you make
jumps up and around the Deku Tree it would be
lost on you despite the game offering some pointers
with little cutscenes, but that's all the guide tells
you: "make the jumps" - leaving you to work out
how, exactly. You can read the other bits, and he
explains the various items and weapons excellently,
but stay away from the boss tactics section if you
can!

So, you'll make progress - I did - and you'll eventually
get through the game.  I seriously wouldn't suggest
you try and get through the game without a guide
such as this, there would be far too much aimless
wandering around, and you'll still be getting your
money's worth as you're still left to work out the
details yourself.  Of course, should Mr Lee update
his guide to include more of the details then it's
entirely possible that you might well end up spoiling
the game a little - I downloaded version 1.2 (dated
the 20/12/02) but later versions are likely to expand
on various areas.

Although you're quite able now to make progress
through the game, you're missing out on one of
the game's biggest selling points: the storyline.
That's something that really can't be helped as the
Zelda games have always started off with fairly
unassuming plots before ending up with Link saving
the world.  The prolog of the game revolves around
the back story of OoT and Majora's Mask and a
strangely unnamed 'Hero' (presumably so you can

use your own name) but makes them more of a
myth than reality, with Ganon ruling the land.
There's then a big flood, and that's where the story
starts.

For the record, the storyline progessions of TWW
goes a little bit like this:

There's a bird flying around Hyrule that kidnaps a
strangely familiar girl dressed as a pirate.  She
escapes, but when the bird strikes again it captures
Link's sister instead.  You then set sail with a pirate
crew to rescue her and to do requires 3 orbs, and
you'll get one orb per dungeon.  When you've got
all three stones, a huge temple arises from the sea
- the Temple of Time and that's the first section of

There are new characters
in The Wind Waker (this is

your Grandma) but you’ll
have to make the decision as

to whether it’s entirely
important to understand

every thing they say or not.

the game done.  Upon removing the Master Sword
from the pedestal it all kicks off, and Link's Triforce of
Courage is broken into eight pieces which you'll have
to recover from the depths of the sea.  Sadly, there
aren't another 8 dungeons, only a couple in the second
part of the game.

You'll get most of this through cut-scenes, of course,
but TWW has a huge amount of text to wade through,
and because none of it makes sense if you can't read
the language, you're going to be missing out on the
subtlety and storytelling.  It's here that you've got to
make the decision on whether this is that important to
you or not - I've already stating that it's not impossible
to get through the game, especially with a guide, but
without that crucial understanding of Japanese most of
the game will undoubtably lost on you - and that also
includes the huge wealth of sub games and side-tasks
that are there in every Zelda game.

Keep an eye out for the ‘password’ bit, though - the
guide I talked about before mentions it but it’s proving
to be a frustrating section for anyone not really paying
attention.  Basically, a cutscene in the back of one of
the shops after you’ve completed 2 dungeons reveals
a password that you’ll need to repeat to enter a door
a little later on - you need to write down the word in
red that the characters in the scene repeat a few times,
but if you’re unfamiliar with the various Japanese character
sets you should take your time in this section - pay
attention to any accents over the characters (which can
be added in the password entry section by first selecting
the base character then selecting the accent) and make
sure you get the right word - if you miss the password
it can be a bit of a nightmare getting the game to repeat
it to you again, so best you don’t save the game until
you get through the door, eh?

I don't want to put you off, however, as I enjoyed TWW
massively regardless of not really getting to grips with
the details - the dungeons play perfectly well without
any English, it's just the main overworld and the storyline
that's the problems.  Of course, with the US release
only 3 months away now it's becoming less of an issue
to wait for a native language copy of the game, but for
real die-hard Zelda fans and anyone remotely interested
in some amazing level design and those stunning graphics
and sounds, there's only one thing you can do...

TWW plays very much
like Ocarina of Time - one
larger ‘overworld’ (this time
mainly water) and several
‘dungeon’ areas.  Be ready
for a large amount of
exploring in the 2nd half.
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The 70s, the dark ages, an enormous box, a black and
white display, two small vertical bars, a tiny square
bouncing back from one bar to the other: a tennis game,
or “Pong”, is creating a small revolution, and entertaining
people world-wide.

The 90s, a small grey box, a colour TV, four cartoony
players with rudimentary animation: another tennis game,
or Super Tennis, is one of the first titles available on the
Super Nintendo. It goes fairly unnoticed, a good little
game though.

The year 2001, an even smaller grey box, a widescreen
TV, two players, animated and recreated to perfection
-well I can clearly see that they represent Tim Henman
and Carlos Moya-, Virtua Tennis on the Dreamcast.

“Bloody hell, this one
really looks good” I say.

“It’s crap” answers my
friend. “Look at Moya’s

face, and his hair ! Virtua
Tennis 2 is way better!”

And he’s right, Virtua Tennis 2 is way better, and yet it
runs on the same machine... Even weirder is the fact
that I thoroughly enjoyed the first Virtua Tennis last
year, but now, why would I play it ? The –at this time-
new one looks better and plays better.

The problem is that, while wanting more realism in a
tennis game is understandable and is the right way to
go, this approach has been the same for all genres, and
is showing its limits. Indeed, recreating reality limits
creativity and therefore imagination. One genre that has
been really affected is the platform genre. Looking at
how the last Mario Sunshine game under-performed
sales-wise shows just how, despite Mario being an icon,
the public will overlook anything that hasn’t got fancy
graphics. And fancy here means photo-realistic.

How many teenagers will play anything with tits,
explosions and foul mouth dialogs and laugh at you if
you mention Super Monkey Ball because of its “kiddy,

Stefane takes a look at

the increased amount of

realism in today’s games

and asks whether such

a thing can be called

an improvement.

Sega’s Virtua Tennis series
(now available on PS2 too)
offers realistic players mixed
with an arcade style of
gameplay.  It works brilliantly
and is a superb example of
multiplayer addictiveness.

Mario Sunshine didn’t sell
as much as Nintendo would
have hoped - was that due
to a change in direction for
the series, of the cartoony
visuals that it’s currently
fashionable to dislike?

Feature:
Realism in games

Rez - could hardly be
described as realistic, and the

lack of tangible visuals and
and some sort of storyline

didn’t do it any favours with
casual gamers, who ignored

the game completely.



but they will also try to know how they play, study
the magic system, the AI, the novelty, talk about a
nightmare !!!

I’m not against trying to have more realism in games,
games like Rainbow 6 and its sequels, or more
recently Splinter Cell, introduce a new dimension
in games, use realism to build tension and immerse
the payer in the game’s environment, you hold your
breath, you move in the shadow, knowing that one
single mistake might be fatal. The point is that these
games also have an intelligent gameplay, and realism
is only one their assets.

What worries me is
how the public seems
to only care about that
realism and will choose
games looking at the

four tiny pictures at the
back of the box. Take
their ice-cold reaction
when they realised the
new Zelda will use cel-

shading.

What is the problem with a cartoony Link, why not
accept Myamoto’s vision for his character, why
should all videogame characters look the same ?
Link’s world is one of fairytales, of princesses and
monsters, yes it is colourful and “childish” but then
what ? People seem to happily embrace the orcs
and elves in LOTR or the bestiary of Harry Potter
but will overlook the same thing in games.

In a way the situation for these games is similar to
where the Disney cartoons were in the eighties
and early nineties. Whereas the old Disney cartoons
appealed to everyone, these ones were seen as
childish, with annoying, moralist songs. Then Aladdin
came and changed that, thanks to its witty humour,
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colourful graphics”. “A game for little japanese girls”
said a review I read in Kerrang. I won’t even mention
Rez or Jet Set Radio, it would make me cry...This
morning, the news on the radio talked about video
games. Probably for the first time ever ! What was
the game that caught their attention ? The Getaway,
“a movie budget”, “the most realistic game ever
made” said the voice. While it is a tempting route,
and a successful one looking at the sales for GTA3,
GTA Vice city, and I’m sure The Getaway, one can
only wonder where to go once you’ve reached the
end of this road. What’s at the end of this road,
you ask ? Probably this thing everyone has been
talking about for ages, this “interactive movie”.

The characters will be
actors, driving games

will be like the real
thing, you’ll probably

even have the
congested roads.

Action games ? Shooting games only, but you should
see with what level of realism your enemies cry
and bleed under the impact of your bullets ! Hmm,
very exciting... Nintendo will probably have
capitulated with their funny ideas of making games
that can appeal to all, and will develop real kiddies
games, only if it’s worth it financially, mind.

If and when the games reach the mass market, will
there be much space for the nerdy games, these
endless RPGs set in middle-earth (Lord of the rings
will be back to its “uncool” status by then) or
whatever similar imaginary world ? Is it not more
viable financially to publish “Coronation Street –
the game” instead ?

Think hard, 200,000 demanding nerds, or 3,000,000
brainless customers, that you can easily get into the
habit of buying your updates every year, as long as
the next instalment is visually more impressive than
the last ? The nerds will not only look at the graphics

The Getaway, Vice City
and Soldier of Fortune all sold
well to the somewhat cliched

PS2 market - mid teens to
early 20s.  Something’s right,
though, Vice City alone has

sold millions of copies.

by the way it appealed to an older audience while still
pleasing the kids. The movies that followed had evolved,
had learnt from what Aladdin demonstrated, and were
successful again.

Maybe these more traditional games have failed to make
that change, have lost their appeal to the older, more
critical gamers, and a game is needed to turn things
round. Games like Jak and Daxter or Ratchet and Clank
have done that but I don’t think that they’ve had the
impact necessary to change things.

The coming years are going to be critical for that matter.
If the most successful games are only the likes of Soldier
of Fortune, Grand Theft Auto and all the sport/extreme
sport licences then a major part of gaming might
disappear.

And even if it doesn’t completely disappear it will only
make the publishers even more conservative... Zelda:
the Wind Waker should give us a good (or bad)
indication when it is released next year. Let us pray.

The Legend of Zelda: The
Wind Waker sports cartoony
cell-shaded graphics.  They’re
quite beautiful, but sadly also
considered childish.  Will this

affect it’s sales when it’s finally
released over here?
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Super Monkey Ball wasn't what you'd call a Sega
game, if you will, it was most definately a Nintendo
game, despite it's developer.  Not literally, of course,
but beyond the hedgehog-hued logo on boot up,
the shining playability and inspired game mechanics
and control screamed not only Nintendo, but
Miyamoto, such was it's overwhelming perfectness.

If you're lucky enough to live in the States or Japan
you'll have no doubt picked up the sequel already,
then - but for us PAL gamers it's just another title
pushed back into 2003 as Starfox and Eternal
Darkness head up the Gamecube's (rather subdued)
Christmas push in Europe.  However, there's nothing
stopping us grabbing both an American machine
and the game, barring some grey-import issues, and
that's just what I did thanks to the lovely guys at
CA Games in Glasgow - and thankfully, Super
Monkey Ball 2 is worth every single penny, or cent,
if you're being pedantic.

If you've not played Super Monkey Ball, you'd better
climb out from under that rock.  Yes, you can play
it with one hand (in fact, one opposable thumb is
just about enough) and yes, the concept really is
as simple as rolling a ball around various bizarrely
themed 'levels' towards a goal - but look beyond
what might originally seem childish, simple, boring
even, because it's none of those adjectives.  No,
really.  Because it's brilliant - utterly addictive and
hard as hell.

Super Monkey Ball 2
will take you to the

cleaners (and back).  It
sucks you in with some

deceptively simple
introductory levels,
then hits you like a

sledgehammer.

You think you're hardcore, you think you're good
at games?  You're not, not until you've beaten every
last level on Sega's latest, and that won't come
soon. Sure, you'll breeze through the first set of

Everyone loved Super

Monkey Ball, and Alex

thinks the sequel is

even better.  The only

problem is that it’s still

not out over here yet.

These mini games
aren't just little asides
to the main game, in
this instance they've
actually mangaged to
shine even more than

the guargantuan
challenge of Story

mode - in fact, there's
so much substance in
those 12 games that it
almost covers the cost
of importing in one fell

swoop.

They're all professionally produced, multi player,
and every bit as pretty and addictive as the engaging
main game - if you've got a few mates some of the
games (mainly Target, in which all the players now
play simultaneously, and Bowling) are well worth
the asking fee alone.

Without going into too much detail about each
and every game, it's worth mentioning a select few
to give you a taster.  The aforementioned Target
(or Target 2, really) involves you rolling your monkey
(in it's ball) down a steep ski-jump style slope -
once you're airborne tapping A will open the ball
and then you've to guide it towards the targets

The main one-player game
returns but it’s much better
this time around with more
structure and a clearer path
to your ultimate goal.  It also
looks a lot better too, with
more variation in the levels.

Review:
Super Monkey Ball 2

levels in Story mode (which is a brand new addition
which lets you select the order in which you want
to tackle each board in that particular difficulty level,
and gives unlimited retrys) and you'll probably not
struggle with the 2nd and 3rd areas, especially if
you've played the first, but once you get inside the
whale the evilness of Amusement Vision starts to
shine through.

The levels are so much more diverse, so much more
rich, solid, 3 dimensional even, than in the first - the
levels just move so much more: there are switches
and spinning things, bending sections, seesaws, curling
parts, tumbling goals and even huge animated spiders
walking around - it's so far ahead in terms of creativity
that it's almost a completely new approach to the
series.  Whether it's partly because of the improved
graphical engine (which also extends to the now
quite gorgeous looking 3 dimensional backgrounds)
or whether it's just AV assuming you've played (and
beat) the first game, I'm not sure, but it's certainly
more hardcore.

Which, to be fair, is much needed on the Gamecube.
 Mario Sunshine might have provided some challenge
but it didn't last very long, and whilst Starfox lasted
somewhat longer, the difficulty curve was flatlined
throughout.  So here's Monkey Ball 2 - and it's hard.
 But too hard?  No, because Sega know that not
everyone lives, breathes and eats games; and so
there's 12 (count them) mini games in there - six
of which are tweaked versions of the original ones
- Race, Fight, Target, Golf, Billiards and Bowling, and
quite brilliantly,  six are totally brand new - Tennis,
Soccer, Dog Fighting, Boat Race, Shot (Virtua Copy
style) and Baseball.
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marked out with score numbers, much like an
archery bullseye.

Of course, it's not entirely that simple - there's the
wind to take into account, and there's an all new
bonus system where you can pick up multipliers
and magnets whilst up in the air, and with other
players now battling for airspace it's superbly well
done and as the rounds count down the atmosphere
becomes tense as you struggle to land on the ever
decreasing targets.

Other games of note include Golf 2, which is now
a step away from the mini-golf of the first game
and is actually a full sized 'real' 18 holer; and Soccer
and Tennis, which take the best bits of Sega hits
Virtua Striker and Virtua Tennis and wrap them up
in simplified, colourful simian fun.  Fantastic stuff.

Whilst the remixed original games are available at
first, the new games require you to play through
the main game and win points before they become
unlocked, which retains some reason to go back
to those hellish Story mode levels.

Graphically quite
brilliant, locked at 60
frames a second, it

certainly looks the part
- there's even a

widescreen mode.

And whilst the music and sound effects can get a
little jarring, presentation is through the roof -
everything loads instantly, high scores and beaten
levels are autosaved discretely - it's just a wonderfully
produced game from start to finish.

Sadly, it's not out over here yet, but it will be, soon
- if you can't wait, however, grab that credit card
and treat yourself to a shiny new US Gamecube,
there's not a more rewarding, challenging and
downright addictive game out there at the moment,
and it’s certainly worth the upgrade if you own the
original.

Whilst it’s not going to
challenge FIFA as the best
footy game on the Cube,
Monkey Soccer is quick and
easy and a perfect post-pub
multiplayer game, even if it
is only 2 players.

Bowling was one of our
favourite games in the first
game and Monkey Bowling 2
is even better, with some
brand new moving lanes
to test even the best
monkey bowlers.

Presentation: 10

Graphics: 9

Sound: 6

Lastability: 10

Gameplay: 10

Verdict

Overall: 9 / 10

Version

Final NTSC

Developer

Amusement Vision

Publisher

Sega

Format

GCN

Players

1-4
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Xbox LIVE has already

arrived, although not

officially until the middle

of March.  That hasn’t

stopped Jas kicking hell

out of folk on Unreal.

The main one-player game
returns but it’s much better
this time around with more
structure and a clearer path
to your ultimate goal.  It also
looks a lot better too, with
more variation in the levels.

Now that ID is concentrating on Doom III, the Unreal
series has the opportunity to seize the first person
mantle from Quake and establish itself at number one.
We may have enjoyed conversions of Quake games
on several formats but Unreal hasn’t done itself justice:
the Dreamcast version of Unreal was average, whilst
the Playstation 2 release was shocking.   Time to set
the record straight, and Unreal Championship has the
advantage of being specifically developed for the Xbox.
 So has Digital Extremes finally brought the bacon
home?

For those of you who believe that all first person
shooters are strictly thinking mans affairs such as Deus
Ex or mindless blasters along the lines of Red Faction,
then prepare to be shocked.   There are a series of
games within the genre, which champion combat and
the pure adrenaline rush it provides, with little regard
for stories or complex set pieces.   You and your gun
have to kill everyone else to survive.   Simple, addictive
and highly competitive: welcome to the world of Unreal
Championship.

The single player
experience is broken

down into various
sections, but for a quick

kill, you can go to the
Instant Action or Play

Live modes.

Before engaging the enemy in single player you need
to select your team mates and other options, and then
you are confronted by five game types, each broken
down into a series of challenges.   Progression is
obviously rewarded with each subsequent mode
becoming available, and is an ingenious way of forcing
the player to experience each and every possibility:
before being humiliated online.   The menu system
could have been a little better implemented as this is
one part of Unreal which hasn’t changed much over
the past few years.  A tutorial is also included for those
who have never visited killing fields such as these before.

Now we’re all certainly aware of the plaudits rained
down upon Unreal Championship when discussing the

graphics.  However the hype is exaggerated, raising
the level of expectation too high, in other words
hyperbole.   Unreal certainly looks sweet and has
a myriad lighting effects, smooth frame rate and
huge levels.   Yet for all I’ve heard beforehand I
was expecting more, perhaps the mistake of playing
Quake III Team Arena on the PC recently has
removed some of Unreal’s shine.

Regardless, online I would be very impressed but
offline I was lead to believe things would be greater.
For all the glorious visuals, some of the textures
look flat and bland in comparison to their
neighbours.   The frame rate is solid, however it
lacks the pace and urgency of Quake, here you
feel as if you are plodding around each arena,
rather than tearing up everything.   For those able
to enjoy Dolby Digital, then you will be suitably
impressed with Unreal Championship, even though
after a while the taunts and unrelenting industrial
music becomes rather tiresome.

For all these minor points, the combat on Unreal
is as strong as ever, featuring new additions for
console owners.   The array of weaponry is well
balanced and constantly available – perhaps a little

too much.   The AI is efficient without every rising
to the standards offered elsewhere; certainly Unreal
Championship is not the hardest game, the genre
has to offer.   Yet games such as this only come
alive with friends: online or offline.   When trying
to play the game offline on a split screen mode
there is perhaps too much detail, which is wasted
on such a small confined space.   Again a stripped
down variant with more emphasis on speed would
have been preferred, but in such a mode there is
no disputing the technical skills of the developer.
Regardless of how the offline element plays, it is
the online side of the game where all of Digital
Extreme’s and Microsoft’s hopes are resting.
Fortunately however, the end result is startling
good fun and a great insight into the Xbox’s future.

Online access is incredibly straightforward and easy
to setup. Simply choose to play live and you are
then offered a choice of options. Quick Match will
immediately take you to the next accessible game,
otherwise a quick fiddle around on the Opti Mode
will see you tailoring a match to suit your own
needs. A few seconds later and you’re thrust into
the intense, frantic, wonderfully satisfying experience
that is Xbox Live.

Review:
Unreal Championship
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Presentation: 7

Graphics: 9

Sound: 5

Lastability: 7

Gameplay: 7

Verdict

Overall: 7 / 10

Version

Final PAL

Developer

Epic

Publisher

Infogrammes

Format

Xbox

Players

1-16 (LIVE)

The main one-player game
returns but it’s much better
this time around with more
structure and a clearer path
to your ultimate goal.  It also
looks a lot better too, with
more variation in the levels.

The main one-player game
returns but it’s much better
this time around with more
structure and a clearer path
to your ultimate goal.  It also
looks a lot better too, with
more variation in the levels.

As expected your human opponents are cunning
adversaries with battles against more experienced
players resulting in you quickly leaving your current
session and looking for a more balanced setup.
Don’t worry this takes no time at all.

Blowing the hell out of your fellow man is not only
extremely rewarding, but increases twofold once
you realise you can taunt/talk to your fellow players.
To keep things simple and coherent, you share a
channel with up to 3 other players. Barring the
odd excited gamers, (mostly, but not always
Americans) who decide to use the often
unintelligible voice masking, speech is surprisingly
clear.

Never is this more
apparent, than when

you leave the standard
Death Matches and

take your place in the
team events. All of a
sudden you realise
how important the

Xbox communicator
actually is, and the end
result is some of the

most fun you can
currently have online.

Play through a dedicated server - you are given a
choice of rating between 1 and 4 stars – and there
are hardly any visual differences to the offline
version. The much-rumoured dodgy frame-rate
only rears its ugly head on the 1 star setting (which
as a result is unplayable).

Otherwise only a few of the guns (the link in
particular) suffer from any of the lagging caused
by too many people on the American servers.

Fortunately, however, this should cease to be a
problem once the European servers go live in
March. To be honest though, in all my times playing,
I’ve never felt that a lost match was due to anything
more than a lack of incompetence on my part.
Overall Unreal Championship is a game of 2 halves.
While the offline mode does have its moments,
they are few and far between and as already stated
the game adds nothing new to the saturated genre.
If you are not intending to purchase Xbox Live
anytime soon, you may want to try before you
buy.  Having said that though, if you are one of
the lucky guys or girls to already own Xbox live,
this purchase is simply essential. It becomes a loud,
brash, in your face experience, that simply elevates
the game to a whole new level.

Now excuse me, I have some fragging to do.
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The UK Cube scene is

quiet, so here’s

Darran’s take on the

US version of Metroid

Prime, is it really the

best game so far on

the Gamecube?

Despite these screens
Metroid Prime is not a first
person shooter in the usual
sense.  Think of it as a 3D
version of the previous
Metroid games and you’ll
be much closer to the truth.

It isn’t just the bosses that
are visually stunning, even
the smallest bugs are
perfectly modelled and
animated, and there’s no
shortage of eye-candy
throughout.

Review:
Metroid Prime

Stepping out of your Hunter spacecraft, you survey
the surrounding environment of Tallon IV. The
weather is miserable and your spirits are dampened
somewhat by the steady drumming rain that pours
down and bounces nonchalantly off your arm
cannon. Your scan visor indicates that your current
area is relatively safe, so with a few tentative steps
your journey begins…  So begins Metroid Prime,
possibly one of the finest games this reviewer has
ever witnessed.

Gamestyle, like so many others was more than a
little intrigued when it was first announced that
Texan based Retro Studios would be charged with
bringing one of Nintendo’s most wanted characters
kicking and screaming into the new millennium. As
time went by and rumours (both fact and fiction)
escalated, it seemed like Nintendo had one big
stinker on their hands. Suddenly though, E3 2002
appeared with a playable demo and everything
appeared to be on track, the final result is even

better. Following on from the original Nes adventure
(and not Super Metroid, as many originally thought)
the dreaded Space Pirates are once again up to
no good. Discovering an abandoned planet
previously occupied by a race of birdlike creatures
called the Chozo, the Space Pirates have begun
to mine a cancerous element called Phazon. The
pirates are splicing their DNA with the dreaded
substance and also trying to domesticate the
Metroids for their own fell purposes. Samus Arun
is having none of it though. Having finally tracked
her enemies to Tallon IV, she is determined to
wipe them out once and for all.

Metroid Prime initially starts off on a seemingly
abandoned space station circling Tallon IV. Like
Ocarina of Time’s Kokiri Forest, this is the perfect
training simulation to get used to both the many
aspects of your space suit and the game’s future
challenges. Your first mission however, is to
overcome the initially unusual control system.

While firmly placed in the 3rd person perspective,
Prime is a platformer through and through. As a
result Strafing and looking around are carried out
by holding down either the left or right shoulder
buttons and not the conventional duel analogue
system of many First Person Shooters.

Scanning is another important aspect of your
training. Your visor is able to scan your surroundings
and will reveal many hidden secrets. From activating
lifts and turning off gun emplacements, to discovering
the past history of the Chozoa, everything is only
a quick download away. While initially cumbersome
to use, it soon becomes second nature and
incredibly important once you arrive on the planets
surface. Last and by no means least, you have one
of the finest maps ever created for a console game.
Intricate in design but incredible in its depth, it is
a complete joy to use and will become as necessary
as any other of your abilities.

No sooner have you gotten used to your suit
though, everything is cruelly taking away from you.
Landing on Tallon IV in your new, practically
weaponless state, your work is cut out for you
from the very beginning. Cautiously exploring your
surroundings (and this game is about exploration
more than anything else) you soon find various
paths blocked by insurmountable obstacles. Like
every single Metroid title before it though, it is not
long before abilities are regained and previous
dead ends explored. Gamers new to the series
may object to the endless toing and froing, however
they are missing the point. Metroid has always
been about accessing your surroundings in new
and exciting ways, via your newfound abilities and
this is replicated tenfold in Prime.

Undoubtedly, one of the coolest features of your
suit is the Morph Ball. This amazing device allows
you roll around to your hearts content. The view
sensibly shifts to the third perspective and you are
soon able to access even more of the game. Even
the Morph Ball has its limits though, so if you want
to get the very best from it you’ll need to track
down a few extra features (the abilities to lay
bombs and magnetically stick to rails being just 2
of them.)

The main advantage of exploring the world though
is that everything is so incredible to look at. Upon
first entering the Chozo ruins, you’ll immediately
be gobsmacked by the sheer richness on display.
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With only a few basic
weapons you might think
there isn’t much to Prime,
but you’d be wrong - you’re
constantly upgrading your
kit, Zelda style, which is
repeatedly rewarding.

Verdict

Overall: 10 / 10

Version

Final NTSC

Developer

Retro

Publisher

Nintendo

Format

GCN

Players

1

Presentation: 9

Graphics: 10

Sound: 10

Lastability: 9

Gameplay: 10

Wind and attacking monsters whip up sand. Ancient,
shattered temples are awash with incredible
texturing and attention to detail and gnarled, ancient
trees snake their way in and out of the surrounding
rock faces. You’ll sometimes find yourself simply
admiring the view, completely lost in thought and
wonderment. As impressive as your initial excursion
to the planet’s surface may be, it pales in comparison
to some of the later levels. Unimpressed cynics
may say, “well there’s an ice level, a fire level and
an underground level.” Tallon IV however, is so
much more than that. Whether you are in the
recently excavated bowels of the Phazon-enriched
mines, or the icy coldness of the Phendrana drifts,
everything is simply exquisite.

Detail throughout is also second to none. Charge
your ice beam and a casing of ice will encrust your
cannon’s nozzle. Walk through a waterfall or a
steam vent and your visor realistically mists over.
Fight in darkened surroundings and laser beams
from your opponents will briefly display Samus’s
startled face on the inside of her visor. These visual
touches are just a few of the many that appear in
the game. Indeed the amount of thought gone
into the title’s look is phenomenal, God knows
how Retro managed it, but the Cube’s graphic
chip sings like a high-flying lark. With all this graphical
trickery going on you’d be forgiven for thinking
that something, somewhere had to give. You’d be
wrong though, as Prime runs at a consistently solid
60fps (even when the screen is awash with plasma
beams and multiple enemies.)

Your opponents, like the acquisition of your
armaments get progressively tougher as you delve
deeper into the game. While the majority can
quickly be disposed by a few quick blasts from one
of your 4 beam attachments (power, wave, ice
and plasma) the Space Pirates you eventually
encounter pose slightly more of a problem. Tough,
agile and incredibly aggressive, they are a true test
of the skills you have so far learnt in the game.
Further more, the sneaky sods seldomly attack you
fairly, using flying suits, cloaking devices and even
power-cuts to their advantage. Luckily however,
your visor is also equipped with both Thermal and
X-Ray features, so even if your current display
doesn’t help you out, one of the others will.

Even the Space Pirates and Metroids (coming in
a variety of development stages) pale in comparison
to the many bosses you encounter. Consisting of

gorgeously constructed cut-scenes and
demanding full use of your newly acquired abilities,
each and every boss is one to remember. Take
Vardus for example. He’s an immense humanoid
constructed from rocks. Able to form into a
giant ball, he careens around the screen
threatening to crush you. Your bullets harmlessly
bounce off him and his defeat seems futile.
Suddenly though an idea forms in your head.
“What if I try using that” you muse. After a few
close shaves, Tardus soon joins the other defeated
bosses. Defeated by sheer skill and your rapidly
expanding weaponry.

Like the aforementioned Ocarina of Time, the
music in Prime takes tunes from the original
games and remixes them with new compositions
to get the best out of the latest hardware. Whilst
familiar, they share enough differences from their
predecessors to feel breathtakingly new and it’s
a true credit to the series. Furthermore the
actual designers have put a lot of forethought
into their placement. One stage of the game
had me stuck for some time, due to some trickily
placed platforms. Rather than grind my teeth in
despair or throw may pad down in frustration,
the soothing score actually helped me through
this difficult section. Now whether this was
intentional or accidental, the fact is it worked
brilliantly. It’s not only the score that is a
masterpiece however; the effects throughout
are also superb. While only using the Dolby Pro
Logic II setup, the results are certainly juicy.
Caverns ominously echo as you walk through
them. Plasma beams hum in a continuously
higher pitch until they are released and your
Morph Ball sounds frighteningly realistic as it
trundles over different surfaces.

Ultimately Metroid Prime has triumphed over
adversity and become one of the pinnacles of
gaming. Retro Studios have done the seemingly
impossible (admittedly with help from Miyamoto
and Nintendo) and have created the most perfect
transition from 2 to 3d that I have ever seen.
While hard to explain, the game just feels like
Metroid and thus very, very, right. Whether
you’re negotiating platforms (made simple thanks
to a camera that pans down) or involved in the
final climatic battle with Metroid Prime, you
always feel as if you’re at one with the game.
And surely that’s what gaming’s all about, isn’t
it?

Prime is also connectable
with it’s GBA sister, Metroid
Fusion.  Connect the two
together when you’ve beat
either game for some cool
easter eggs, fans of the NES
version will be happy...



Today Electronic Arts is the largest and most dominant
independent developer and publisher in the world,
possessing undoubted riches ($1.7 billion in revenue for
2002), influence and employing almost 4000 worldwide.
  Its decisions can make or break a format i.e. Dreamcast,
and therefore Microsoft, Nintendo and Sony treat it
with the up most respect.   One in every four games
sold worldwide is an EA release.   The post Christmas
period has served only to confirm this further, with the
company dominating the charts, television, print and
prominent storefronts.   If anything now is the time to
understand Electronic Arts – it’s origins, practices and
most importantly of all – where does it see itself in the
future?

Electronic Arts began like any other fledgling developer
when a small group of programmers founded the
company in 1982, with a certain Trip Hawkins who had
left his role as a director of product marketing with
Apple to realise his dream.   Even in these early days
the company stood apart from its competitors because
it realised the potential of the industry and the importance
of presentation, hence the name Electronic Arts.
Despite initial releases on the Apple and Atari formats
things did not really begin to develop until Hawkins
invited Larry Probst to join the company.

Probst brought a
professional and

business approach to the
company, which

competitors are only now
beginning to adopt.

He left his sales job in 1984 and headed west to join
Electronic Arts, fully aware of the market potential after
witnessing Pong in action, joining as the Vice President
of Sales.   Immediately his retail and sales experience
transformed the company and took it from the cottage
industry into the real world.   The normal business
model for a publisher/developer is that a separate
company handles the distribution, and in turn deals with
the retailer. This model may remove responsibility from
the developer, which to small firms is advantageous,
however potentially you lose control, influence and a
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Jason takes a long look

at the World’s richest

games company -

Electronic Arts, and finds

out just what they’ve

done for gaming.

chunk of the revenue.   Probst recognised this as
an area for development and began to make changes
after becoming Senior Vice President of EA
Distribution from 1987-1991, which remain in place
today.

Electronic Arts handles it’s own distribution and
deals directly with the retailers – one of the few
companies to do so.   It has built an efficient
mechanism, which ensures that its games are available
on the shelves (stock control and supply) and gauges
demand very effectively.   An example of its success
is that it handles distribution for rival developers
such as Namco in Europe.

As we are fully aware having games available is one
thing, but promoting them inside and outside the
store is something, which Electronic Arts leads the
field in.   An advantage of its distribution is that it
allows EA to deal directly with each store and
retailer.   Representatives visit branches and exercise
“friendly pressure” as one store manager put it, to
ensure that EA product is highly visual in shop fronts

and on the shop floor.   They even go as far as to
take photographs of the displays as proof that EA
product is represented in each store.   Consumers
are quite often lazy, especially so around Christmas
and in most cases want to immediately walk into
a store, see the game on sale, buy it, and then leave.

Quite often prominent
in-store displays are a
highly effective tool in
purchase decisions

and are, as EA realise,
well worth the
additional cost.

Take the test, walk into a store and look, I find it
surprising that few other publishers have woken
up to this fact.   Practically every video game store
I visit has at least one EA release on prominent
display, quite often the only one on the shop floor.

Feature:
Electronic Arts

EA are all about franchises:
Nightfire is the latest 007
licensed game that does
little to further the genre.
This trend looks highly likely
to continue due to healthy
sales across the formats.

And Medal of Honor is
a hugely popular series, and
whilst the PS2 version was
initially impressive in it’s day,
little improvements have been
added to the Xbox and Cube
versions despite their delays.
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The key word when discussing the business practices
of EA is control, because the company likes to keep
every aspect of the game cycle firmly under its
control.   Each game is carefully planned and
developed with a definite release date in mind as
few EA games miss their launch dates – the
Playstation 2 version of The Sims was put back until
2003 not because the game wasn’t ready, in fact
the market wasn’t as EA put it.   Normally when
a game is finished and ready for sale, this spells the
end of the involvement of the developer as they
hand over control to the distributors and marketing
companies.   Not so with EA who as mentioned
handle their own distribution and marketing.   The
common practice for video game reviews is that
the PR firm will send out the finalised version to
the applicable magazine or website, with the review
then being published when ready.

Again EA differs from
the normal approach
demanding that they

see the finalised review
before it is published,
and even going so far
as to suggest changes
or pointing out more
favourable reviews.

Some have even gone as far as to allege that EA
pay for good reviews, which is something that has
never happened at Gamestyle.  However when
you compare the constant positive reviews that EA
games receive in the mainstream press compared
to fan based sites, which have little to do with the
company, it does raise questions – despite a recent
apparent increase in the quality of EA’s major key
titles.

Whatever the truth may be it is unquestionable
that EA do have different business practices in
comparison to other publishers and PR firms, but
these achieve results as more than fifty EA games
have sold over a million copies in the last four years.

After the departure of Trip Hawkins in 1991 who
surprisingly left to form 3DO of all things, Probst
has driven EA forward, eventually assuming the title
of President shortly after his departure and then
elected as Chairman in 1994, a role, which he still
occupies today.   These years have seen a rise in
the awareness of the EA brand and most importantly
of all an increase in the franchises, which have
become the central cog in the machine.    Looking
more closely at the corporate biographies of the
current EA board reveals an average age of almost
44 years.   Of the eleven listed several have worked
their way up through EA over a period of time, but
only Don Mattrick (President, Worldwide Studios)
has any background in software development.
The rest collectively feature an employment history
that includes Amazon, Haagen-Dazs, Pepsi and
Pizza Hut.   Whilst the current board possesses
excellent business sense, I cannot help but feel that
the balance struck between this and a software
background is extreme.   As I will discuss later, the
industry is changing and EA is not best equipped

to adapt unless they suddenly change a core principal,
which Probst firmly believes in.

Whilst EA may not set new trends in game design,
instead happy to maintain a certain air of predictability,
it does innovate in other areas.   For several years the
company has aggressively snapped up promising
independent developers and added them to its growing
roster.   Not only does the studio become an asset, but
EA does not need to contract out development on its
growing portfolio of franchises.   In the UK a power
base was created in Chertsey, Surrey, after the acquisition
of Bullfrog in 1995, despite many of its employees leaving
after the take over, a specially designed complex for
the creation of games was built.   Everything is kept
firmly in-house, despite studios being scattered across
continents.   Only recently have its nearest rivals
(Activision, Acclaim, Take-Two) adopted a similar strategy
aggressively purchasing developers including Angel
Studios, DMA Design, despite EA acquiring Distinctive
Software way back in 1991 and Maxis in 1997.
Centralisation has allowed the company to invest in and
develop some of the best animation and programming
techniques, which are used by all of its studios to create
realistic players and environments.

Acquisitions do not merely stop at promising studios,
as EA has maintained and built up a fearsome catalogue
of licenses and intellectual property.   Games such as
FIFA, SSX, NBA, Madden, Medal of Honour, James Bond
and Harry Potter are almost a license to print money
– and firmly linked to EA in the minds of the consumer.
  The success of such a ploy is helped by the five EA
Brands, of which three (EA Sports, EA Sports Big and
EA Games) are specifically found on its releases.

When the license for creating video games based on
the Harry Potter films became available (a cool $25
million) there was only one company in the running –
no one can outbid or even compete with EA on a
financial basis.   As the saying goes – the rich get richer.
  So don’t expect Madden, FIFA or James Bond to
appear anywhere else in the foreseeable future, as all
parties are extremely happy.   This can be perceived as
an extremely unhealthy advantage in terms of
competition, but it has forced competitors to look, and
invest elsewhere – sometimes striking gold as Activision

EA have never been shy to
cash in on the latest genre,
here’s their critically panned
attempt to mix Bart Simpson
with Tony Hawk.  Whilst
review scores were low, sales
have been high.

Some may argue that the
likes of Activision (with their
annual Pro Skater updates)
fail into a similar category of
publisher to EA.  However,
the two companies couldn’t
be further apart.
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did with Tony Hawk. Licenses are where EA excels
and through mass marketing and annual releases,
it has created what Geoff Keighley called “bullet
proof franchises.”   The beauty of the EA business
model is that it has a specific team solely
concentrating on a specific series.   The FIFA team
is based in Canada; the Madden team is based in
Florida and each has the aim of making the next
instalment the best yet – on time of course.   The
advantages of such an approach are obvious, as are
the technological gains and economies of scale,
which EA enjoys over its rivals.

The trend of having specific teams to focus on
specific releases is growing in popularity throughout
the industry as Rockstar North now seem content
with making Grand Theft Auto an annual series as
well.   In total such annual releases account for 70%
of EA’s annual income, meaning that the need for
new franchises and chart successes is reduced in
comparison to others.

When discussing the future of Electronic Arts you
realise the plans Probst has for the company as
shown in a recent interview he gave to Business2.
  Many would believe that the logical progression
is for EA to enter the hardware market and establish
itself as a competitor to Nintendo and Sony, but
nothing could be further from the truth.   In fact
the one factor, which EA dislikes about the video
game industry, is the fact that every five years new
platforms arrive, which they must adjust to and
harness.

All it would take is one
bad decision, backing
the wrong format and

the financial
implications could be

disastrous.

The Playstation 2 currently accounts for 66% of all
sales, but imagine if EA had decided not to support
the format?   If anything EA wishes to break free
from the confines of the industry and establish itself
as a major player in other areas.    It seems that
the business of interactive home entertainment
software (video games to you and I) is not enough
to contain the ambition of Electronic Arts.

The future of video games is very hard to predict
however there is no denying that the role of
connectivity, online gaming and communication is
growing in importance.   EA realises that such a
development could endanger its policy of annual
releases through the availability of downloads and
updates.   This is why it invested heavily in EA.com,
which is one of its five brands and has lost $368
million in the process.   Currently it’s only purpose
is that of providing information regarding the
company and its releases, but after the success of
Playstation 2 online Madden release, its role will
grow especially with The Sims Online due shortly.

However all is not well because the average video
game consumer is changing rapidly: we are growing
older and our tastes are changing accordingly.   The
two biggest releases of 2001 and 2002 have come
from the same series: Grand Theft Auto, which has
dominated charts worldwide.  Even with a mature

2 shots from the PS2
version of EA’s Lord of the
Rings game.  The game has
just been released on Xbox
and Gamecube.  EA prove
that money can buy anything,
especially film licenses.

rating (18 in UK) gamers young and old aspire to play
the game and enjoy the mature content.   The signs are
clear: the next generation of games will feature mature
content and will sell in vast quantities, as discussed in
my BMX XXX feature.   Lara Croft is the sure fit hit in
Eidos’ catalogue, however despite this the publisher
realised that she needed to grow, become darker, more
mature and Tomb Raider: Angel of Darkness is a direct
response to the growing trend.

The publishers of Grand Theft Auto (Take Two) are a
young, dynamic and aggressive company not hindered
by a code of family values as shown by the ageing
Electronic Arts.   Probst realises the demand for mature
content but “culturally, our executive just can’t get
comfortable with the content in a game like Grand Theft
Auto.”   Chief Creative Officer Bing Gordon explains
the position as “management only wants to sell stuff
that we’d be proud to have in our homes in front of
our families.”  Analysts feel that EA is letting personal
preferences obstruct the potential growth, yet Probst
is unsympathetic: “we have an obligation to get EA’s

share price as high as we can, but that doesn’t mean
we have to prostitute ourselves or violate our code
of ethics.” The reason for such a stance is that
Probst is following the example of Disney whom
he believes Electronic Arts should aspire to.
With no reservations Probst explains the goal of
EA is “to become the greatest entertainment
company ever.”

This means moving into other areas which its
expertise and healthy bank balance ($900 million)
can be put to use, particularly entertainment and
fields such as film, television and music.   Squaresoft
may have been brought to its knees after the
disastrous Final Fantasy movie but EA seems
undeterred.

Certainly if one company can break out of the
video game industry into other forms of
entertainment, it has to be Electronic Arts.



Feature:
Phantagram Interview
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What inspired you to create Phantom Crash?

In Japan there are many Mech type games and TV
shows.  But the trouble in the game department is
most of them are very typical with the Miltary style,
and they can’t always capture the speedy swift
movements. We took a different approach with
Phantom Crash, a battle royal style tournament that
differentiate from the rest. With the oppression here
in Tokyo, it doesn’t make it hard for us to imagine
what it would be like if everyone left it behind. So
we thought “What is Tokyo was like this?  What if
everyone was like that?”  From that we came up
with Phantom Crash and just kept applying more
ideas in the game as time went by.

Xbox live - thoughts and possibilites?

Xbox live is a good way to go to experience games
on a fresh level.  Though this experience has been
encountered for many years on the PC, but on a
console I think Microsoft image pushing of Xbox
LIVE is good and innovative for the console world.
 It's this area we wanted to use for Phantom Crash,
but we didn't had the tools to make use of it at the
time.

What are your thoughts on the Xbox controller?

It's great for 3D world games, but for fighting titles
I believe the digital directional pad needs more work.
 Though the size of the controller is arguable, the
colour button positions isn't.  Controller S resolve
some of these problems but I belive it still isn't well
thought out enough, like the black and white buttons.
 Anyhow this is strictly my opinion and not in
reflection to many others from Genki.

The game contains a massive selection of music
from a variety of Japanese artists, is there anyone
you may have wanted to include like the Boredoms
for instance but couldn't?

There are always artists that we want to include but
in the end of the day you have to ask yourself does
the ones you've selected in budget feasibility is

Our man with the mic

Darran spoke with

Phantagram about

their mech battler,

Phantom Crash.

sufficient.  I believe the ones we have caters for
majority of audience tastes.

From Software are known for their Armored Core
spinoffs without being direct sequels, do you have
any ideas on where to take the story next?

We have many ideas that we have for the sequel
of Phantom Crash, but before we're for sure of
anything we have to see the sales of the current
version first.

How much feedback have you had from the release,
and what have you learned from it?

We've learnt a great deal during the development
and from feedback from our fans and Publisher,
Phantagram. These feedbacks we'll consider and
take note for future references, as they're very good.

Phantagram are a new publisher, how was it working
with them on the project?

Phantagram has been extremely cooperative and
supportive during the development of Phantom
Crash.

Microsoft have received criticism for delays in
responding to Japanese coders development
problems how was it working with them in
comparison to the other hardware manufacturers?

We've been working closely together with
Phantagram, not Microsoft.  But I must say that the
delay of receive XBox Live tools was problematic
in not making our ideas in support for this feature
becoming a reality.

Who did the mechanical design for the game, and
why were they chosen in the first place?

They were chosen as we felt they're the best way
for the player to feel part of controlling a strong
machine/robot, but still will all the swift style of play
of an arcade type game.  So we wanted to bring
simulation and arcade to a balance.  This resulted

with a deep learning curve in a game, where the
player skill levels would really show through their
Scoobee handling.

Phantom Crash holds many similarities to From
Software's Armored Core series, was this
intentional or accidental?

We didn't have the title Armored Core in mind
whilst in development of this game.

Do you think you should have cut out a lot of the
text for Western versions?

Not really...  The storyline is deep and involving for
those who reads it.  But those who not bothered
at all we have enable a shortcut activation to skip
the text completely.  But we've considered this
aspect for the next version.

Why didn't you default the view to the far superior
and involving first person mode?

This is only an opinion and even then during the
main game you can switch between first and third
person perspective.  With such accessible options
that's in place, you have to ask is it really neccesary
whether it start in third or first person viewpoint? I
don't think so.

Any chance of there being PS2/GC versions?

No comments...  But I can say putting Phantom
Crash 2 on the PS2 seem an interesting idea.  But
this is just an idea.

And finally, where is the new Tokyo Racer?

New Tokyo Racer?  What's that?  LOL, No comment.

We’d like to thank Gavin at Phantagram for his
valuable time in speaking with us.

We liked Phantom Crash,
it’s an involving, fun blaster
with plenty of customisation
and stacks of story.  Possibly
a little too niche for most
gamers, sadly, but if you like
your action fast it’s very good.
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In 1995 SEGA released a very interesting title for
their Model 2 range of arcade boards. It was one of
the first games to fully utilise a 3D environment, and
in a novel way at that. The game was "Cybertroopers
Virtual On". Since then there have been two other
games released in the series, "Virtual On Oratorio
Tangram" and "Virtual On Force". All have been,
initially, multiplayer arcade games. However with the
upcoming release of the latest game in the saga,
"Virtual On Marz", all that appears to be changing.

We managed to secure an exclusive interview with
the creator and producer of the groundbreaking
series, Juro Watari, after this year's "Tokyo Game
Show". I sincerely hope you enjoy the fruit of our
labours.

Ollie Barder: Where did the idea of "dash attacks"
and high speed spatial reasoning based combat
originate from, as well as the game's control through
the use of TwinSticks?

Juro Watari: When I started to think about the game,
I had a mental image of gigantic human shaped
robots fighting high speed battles in a 3D space. The
current state of the game uses all the necessary
factors to realise that.

OB: What is your favourite incarnation of "Virtual
On" and why?

JW: As a creator none of them satisfy me entirely.
When I create something, the process necessitates

the creator to choose or abandon some ideas. This
mostly derive from technical problems or the time
limit game development produces. But the frustration
caused by such moments has been the motivation
to make more games.

OB: What do you attribute to "Virtual On's"
success in Japan, compared to its relative obscurity
abroad?

JW: In Japan we have had a rich robot anime tradition
for the past forty years. Therefore in the mind of
many generations of Japanese people the image of
gigantic robots jumping about and fighting is a rather
cool one. This impression and picture which are
imprinted on their collective consciousness heightens
the desire to drive and to "control big robots". Hence
they seek games that offer this.

This sort of mentality is creating the potential, so in
a way the success of "Virtual On" was promised,
simply because it satisfies these needs. On the other
hand, abroad there is no cultural foundation as such.
Therefore it is naturally obvious that the road to
success will be a difficult one.

OB: What has normally been the most difficult
part in development for each incarnation of "Virtual
On" and why?

JW: Balancing the attributes for each VR, so as to
keep the game balanced, and the development of
the game engine.

OB: The arenas and game environments play a big
role within the game, how are these areas designed
in such an optimum way?

JW: Due to the nature of the versus combat, I
suggested what was necessary and the arenas were
designed accordingly.

Ollie Barder

talks exclusively

for Gamestyle

with Juro Watari about

the future of the

Virtual On series

Feature:
Juro Watari Interview

From the outside, the
Virtual On series is often
overlooked, but once you’re
a fan you’re hooked.  The
one on one mech battling
is unsurpassed and has
many fans.
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OB: Is there a chance that we'll be able to see a
home version of "Virtual On Force"?

JW: No. If the technological abilities of consoles
increase then there is a point of making one. However,
as the situation is now, it is very difficult to convert
"Virtual On Force" to a console.

OB: How closely do you work with Hajime Katoki
on virtuaroid (VR) design? How much of an influence
does he have on the game?

JW: The main concepts of VR design come from
me, it is extremely rare that Hajime Katoki says
anything about the game content.

OB: What drove the decision to develop "Virtual
On Marz" for the PS2? Are there any plans to
develop the "Virtual On" series on other game
consoles?

JW: I chose PS2 as I was forced to choose a platform
that is more widely available to most consumers. As
for other consoles, there are no plans at present.

OB: Will "Virtual On Marz" have any large changes
or additions to actual virtuaroid (VR) operation?

JW: From the beginning I thought about a control
setup that didn't rely on TwinSticks, and would work
well with an AI consort.

OB: Now that "Virtual On Marz" is based around
a mission mode, how will the AI of the opponents
change, considering that up and till now the game
has been focused on human multiplayer?

JW: There was no need for any fundamental changes
in the AI. Simply because it is programmed from the
beginning so as to cope with various eventualities.
The AI was made to be versatile from the outset.
So, because the AI is versatile, when the environment
changes the behaviour of the AI changes accordingly.
For this reason when you play the game you may
feel that the AI "has changed!".

OB: Who is responsible for "Virtual On's" plot?
Will the likes of "One Man Rescue" and
"Fragmentary Passage" be used as reference in
"Virtual On Marz"?

JW: I am responsible for the story, and the small
amount of information released thus far will be
reflected in "Marz" in some way.

OB: The story for "Virtual On" has been very
enigmatic, will "Virtual On Marz" cast any specific
light on the murky nature of the series' plot?

JW: It was very rare that the story was explained in
any detail before. We felt that it detracted from the
action orientated nature of the game. On the other
hand as "Marz" is taking a new direction for the series
we are thinking about producing a more detailed
story.

OB: What sort of multiplayer modes are planned
for "Virtual On Marz"? How will players connect
to each other for battle? Will there be online play?

JW: There will be no online play. This is because
within the current internet infrastructure the super

fast performance that "Virtual On" requires is not
possible.

OB: Will there be any chance of zero-gravity arenas
in "Virtual On Marz", like the final stage of "Virtual
On Oratorio Tangram"?

JW: I am planning to create a stages that will surprise
you, but in a different way to "Virtual On Oratorio
Tangram".

OB: In what ways besides the dramatic/story mode
do you plan to extend the life of the game itself?

JW: We are planning to allow the player to unlock
many VRs and a "Time Attack" mode after you
complete the mission mode. There is a possibility
there maybe human versus combat, but with certain
limitations.

OB: Will there be a TwinStick peripheral for
"Virtual On Marz"? If so, will it be a USB based
device and what kind of improvement work has
been made upon the possibility of future TwinStick
design?

JW: "Marz" is a new series which has taken a different
direction to the current "Virtual On" series. In "Marz"
TwinSticks will not be used.

OB: Were there any sacrifices or improvements
in visual quality in relation to "Virtual On Force"?

JW: Graphics always relies on hardware. "Force"
operated on SEGA hardware whereas "Marz"
operates on Sony hardware. This is to say that these
games rely on different hardware, so naturally the
graphical characteristics of these games will be
different. However we are always making efforts in
appropriating our way of expression to the type
hardware we rely on. In this sense it is not about
improvement or downgrading, it is about us doing
our best with what we have.

OB: Which virtuaroids (VRs) will be available for
the player to pilot in "Virtual On Marz"? Will there
be any customization options similar to those in

"Virtual On Oratorio Tangram M.S.B.S. 5.66"? Will
there be any new unlockable virtuaroids (VRs) in
"Virtual On Marz"?

JW: We are still debating on how many VRs that
will be available to the player.

OB: Is there any chance of seeing a US or European
release of "Virtual On Marz"?

JW: We are currently debating whether to release
the game in the US and Europe. As a developer, it
would be great if we could release the game in the
US and Europe. However we cannot directly publish
our games so I cannot guarantee the possibility of
a release.

OB: What do you see as the future direction of
"Virtual On"?  Many people have commented that
"Virtual On Force" is similar to the original "Virtual
On" in its very experimental and limited state. Will
there be another "2x2" (team based four player)
"Virtual On" which will fully flesh out the versus
future as you see it? Will "Virtual On" ever ever
return to the arcade?

JW: The future of "Virtual On" will synchronise with
the technology of the future. The "Virtual On" system
has the strength that can take in new methods of
expression that is made possible when technology
advances and overcomes technical difficulties. "Virtual
On" can also take in new types of play that can be
realised by the advancing understanding of software
technology. As for the arcade whether a new version
appears, or not, depends on the direction of the
arcade market.  Therefore it is difficult to give a clear
answer. The arcade market is shrinking. As a result,
the technological improvement of arcade hardware
has been postponed over the last ten years. Some
consider the situation to be in an extreme state of
stagnation. Therefore optimism may be difficult in
this case.

Thanks go to Mr. Watari and Mr. Sasahara (Hitmaker)
for making this interview possible. Translation by
Ohno Yukiko.  The full, unedited version of this
interview can be found at gamestyle.net .

Virtual On Marz, a semi-
sequel, will be exclusive to
the PS2.  Read the interview
to get all the information on
what is sure to be another
smash for Sega, but don’t hold
out for a PAL release.



Impressive as this moment may be, you carry on
towards the castle gates, realising that the coming
night brings its own dangers…
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Feature:
The best gaming moments ever

Hyrule Field

Your recently purchased Zelda cart nestles snugly
in your N64. You are already entranced by the
game and you've only watched the opening
cutscenes. Quickly getting used to the intuitive
controls, it's not long before you're heading off to
find Princess Zelda.

Stepping onto Hyrule Field for the first time is
when you truly appreciate everything Miyamoto
has accomplished with Ocarina of Time. Link kicks
his heels idly as a huge expanse of lush verdant
grassland rolls out before him. Hyrule Castle is but
a tiny speck in the distance, and it isn't long before
your fairy companion - Navi - urges you forward.

Heading across the lush field towards your
destination, you soon realise that the sun is beginning
to set. Following the orb’s lazy arc through the sky
(being careful not to suffer from the sun’s glare)
the heavens are soon filled with the glorious pastel
shades of evening.

Sometimes a game

will pull a complete

surprise or a genuine

treat right out of it’s

proverbial sleeve.

Daz takes a look at

some of the best.

Face Off

You’re standing by your mate in a smoke-filled
arcade. Abuse is hurled at the screen as your
girlfriend is abducted by a gang of thugs, right in
front of your angered eyes. The garage door slowly
rolls up and within moments you and your pal leap
into action.

Using anything that comes to hand, be it knife,
baseball bat or fist, it’s not long before the end of
your vengeance-fuelled quest is in sight… Stretched
out before you lies a plush red carpet, opposite
this expanse of crimson your beloved Maria is tied
up above you tantalizingly just out of reach.

Easily dispatching the goons around you, it’s not
long before you and your buddy are facing off
against the final boss, the machine gun carrying
Willie… Luckily his bark is bigger than his bite, and
before long he’s lying in a crumpled mess at your
victorious feet.

It is at this final moment that you realise your
beloved Maria will not split 2 ways (regardless of
what she may have promised.) Within seconds, a
rock solid friendship is quickly forgotten, as you
and your previous best pal immediately go at each
other hammer and tongs in an attempt to win the
coveted prize. The winner gets a kiss from the
lovely Maria. The loser, a derisive heckling all the
way home.

There isn’t a single
moment in Ocarina of
Time that isn’t bathed in
majesty and sheer brilliance.
From opening cut-scene
(above) to the very last
shot, it truly is a classic game.
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Decisions, decisions

The sun gleams off your recently polished
Testarossa. The Calypso tones of Magical Sound
Shower blares through your stereo, while you and
your girl get ready for the ride of your lives. You
patiently await the countdown, then roar away
from the starting line into one of the most fast-
paced, colourful racers you have ever seen. Palm
Trees, beaches and other vehicles all melt past
you in a blink of an eye, as you engage high gear
and lose yourself to the hypnotic music and
absorbing gameplay of one of Yu Suzuki’s finest
hours.

While Outrun sported numerous road signs, it
was not uncommon to come off at the game’s
first dreaded S bend. Take this devious turn in the
road poorly and your car would career through
the air, spilling you and your girl like popcorn.
Negotiate it correctly however and you soon came
to one of gaming’s momentous events.

A huge overhead sign shows something you’ve
never seen before; it looks like the road is splitting
in 2! One split decision later and you’ve chosen
your route (and lost valuable time due to the sheer
shock) the checkpoint inches ever closer…
Suddenly time has run out. What follows is sheer
genius. A map appears showing multiple choices
throughout the remaining levels.  It’s at this point
that Outrun grabs you and makes you forget about
every other arcade machine. All that matters is
being able to drive through the locations you’ve
just witnessed, truly outstanding.

You’ve got to be kidding?

Most gamers love a challenge, but who could forget
the sheer horrifying toughness of Super Ghouls
and Ghosts on Nintendo’s Snes?

With just a small number of different weapons for
company and some of the most annoyingly tough
bosses ever created, this certainly wasn’t a walk
through the park (or graveyard for that matter.)
Nevertheless you wasn’t going to let anything stand
between you and your beloved princess. So after
what seemed like an eternity, you were soon facing
off against the final boss.

After many attempts, the laser-spewing boss
dissolves into a series of flickering sprites. You
eagerly rush forward, hoping to finally be reunited
with the girl of your dreams. Expecting your princess,
you are faced instead with a beautiful fairy. The
winged one goes on to explain that you need a
special bracelet, which has been lost on one of
the previous levels. You suddenly find yourself right
back at the beginning of the game, ready to start
all over again. Aaaarrrggghhh!

The map (displayed once
you’d given up your race)
showed just how far Sega

were ahead of the crowd at
the time.  No similar arcade

racer offered such depth, even
if it’s primitive today.

Super Ghouls and Ghosts
(released to calm SNES and

Megadrive fanboy battles)
is effectively the third in the

series, with many considering it
the definitive version.  New
fans should look at Maximo.
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Feature:
The Ultimate game?

The first part of our

look back at one of

gaming’s finest stories

as Alex remembers

the Ultimate Spectrum

back catalogue of

classics.

In my opinion one of the best things to happen to
the current generation consoles is the Xbox.  Not
because of the groundbreaking graphics capabilities,
the amazing 5.1 surround sound, or even the ample
processor leg-room to finally enable some believable
artificial intelligence, but the fact that it’s basically a
586-based chip and a familiar graphics card.  If this
isn’t immediately obvious why it’s such a blessing
then you might want to check out the huge amount
of homebrew software that’s currently floating around
on the internet.  I’m not saying one way or another
whether the introduction of pirated commercial
software is a good thing or a bad thing, that’s for
another day, but the arrival of the Xbox mod-chip
has certainly unlocked another side of Microsoft’s
console.

Whilst the PlayStation 2 shipped with a rudimentary
BASIC programming language on the demo disk, it
was hardly going to bring forth a revolution of
bedroom coders; the Xbox, through no moves of
it’s own, has done.  The sheer ease of porting
Windows software (and famously, Linux) to the
Xbox isn’t going to make anybody any money as
such, but it has enabled groups to realise Xbox code
for the infamous MAME (Multiple Arcade Machine
Emulator) amongst others.  Of course, with the
arrival of affordable DVD writers you’re only a few
steps away from having thousands of pre-1990
arcade games running through your big black box.
It’s this reviewers opinion that this is a good thing.
The roms are obsolete, abandonware, and few of
us will ever own one arcade machine at home, never
mind a thousand.

A working Sinclair Spectrum emulator is just around
the corner, and whilst there certainly won’t be a
problem fitting every single 48K game onto one 4.5
gigabyte disk, I’m not going to go anywhere near it.
Whilst my argument regarding the MAME disk holds
(to me) some weight, I don’t believe you could ever
replicate the whole Spectrum thing with a controller
S.  To many people, being in possession of an original
rubber-keyed 48K Spectrum with a few original
games is something to be proud of, and if those
games bear the Ultimate badge, well, cherish them.

See, to an outsider
those horrible low
resolution 8 colour

displays did nothing to
tempt them into buying
into the whole Sinclair

scene.

Perfectly happy with their Commodore 64s, they’d
sit, sniggering at the Spectrum game cases just like
old-school fanboys, whilst those in the know - those
that picked up a copy of Jetpac in 1983 - would be
so enwrapped in their games to notice.

Jetpac was Ultimate’s
first game.  Swiftly followed
by Pssst (top left) and then
(clockwise) Tranz Am,
Cookie and Lunar Jetman, the
sequel to Jetpac, in name at
least.

I actually remember buying Pssst first, but quickly
picked up the aforementioned side-on shooter after
remarking on the unheard of production quality of
Ultimate Play the Game’s second release.  The
colours where shockingly bright and vivid, and both
games just screamed quality, and more importantly,
potential.  These guys were going to be good.

Ultimate’s next four releases established the company
as one of the Spectrum’s leading developers.  Whilst
not offering anything particularly revolutionary, many
gamers have hugely fond memories of Lunar Jetman
and Atic Atac (in 1984), although Cookie and Tranz
Am (both released earlier, in 1983) offered the
similar production values and attention to detail
without really offering anything new.
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Atic Atac was a fast arcade
romp with 3 selectable

characters.  This was followed
by Sabre Wulf and

Underwurlde, the former
being a particular favourite

of this writer.

Atic Atac especially is currently going through
something of a comeback with various Windows-
based remakes in the pipeline, and from Ultimate’s
first 6 titles it’s the one with the most potential for
a full-blown sequel, what with the various character
classes to pick from and the huge multi-levelled
castle.  However, it’s what was just around the corner
that would lift Ultimate way above the rest.

When Sabre Wulf hit the shelves at our local games
store many people were shocked, for 3 very different
reasons: firstly, the game cost an extortionate £9.99
as opposed to the usual £4.99 or £5.99 of games
before it; secondly, the packaging had finally gone
beyond the simple plastic case and inlay card - Sabre
Wulf was beautifully packaged, and the distinctive
illustrative artwork is still gorgeous today.

Thirdly, and most pleasingly, the game was stunning.
And very, very hard.

8 bit games weren’t
reknown for their

gradual learning curve
and save-anywhere

game mechanics,

In those days you had to be good at games to even
get past the first few screens.  Sabre Wulf was no
exception, and to this day I only managed to complete
it once, and that was by spending numerous hours
with one of those little blue heat printers, mapping
out each screen with my father as we edged ever

closer to getting all the pieces of the amulet.  Of
course, there were no pre-rendered FMV sequences
to reward you at the end of such a game - a
“congratulations” message was about as much as
you could expect, although Ultimate’s end screens
became almost as legendary as the games themselves,
especially regarding the mythical (and still yet to be
seen) Miremare, a game only hinted at on the end
screens of it’s prequels.

So, Sabrewulf, absolutely worth every penny.
Underwurlde, Sabreman’s second adventure, didn’t
fair anywhere near as well, the side-scrolling platformer
was just too hard for most gamers, and sadly lacked
the spark of inventiveness that ‘Wulf offered so
plentifully.  But that didn’t bother Ultimate, who
surely must have only seen Underwurlde as something
as a stop-gap to the title that would revolutionise
gaming as we know it, heralding in the pseudo-3
dimensional isometric viewpoint they dubbed
Filmation.

At the end of 1984, Ultimate’s greatest ever game
(and some would say that includes their current
titles too, but more on those next issue) arrived on
the shelves.

Again, splendidly
packaged, their finest

hour, release number 9:
Knight Lore.

Look over to the left - that’s Knight Lore.  Yes, it
was basically only one colour per screen, and yes,
now, the graphics look positively antique, but then,
in 1984, it was astonishing that Ultimate had managed
to get the huge adventure into just 48 kilobytes of
space.   Things like that still amaze me and when
I’ve little to think about I often spend time wondering
how the hell coders managed to do such a thing.

To digress, for a second, Damocles on the Amiga
could hold 10 save games, each of them holding the
position not just of the player, but also hundreds of

Ultimate’s Knightlore was
the defining moment in their
8-bit career, introducing the
isometric perspective dubbed
Filmation by the Stamper
Brothers.  Years ahead of it’s
time, Knightlore was stunning.
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items, ships and so on, in half of the boot-block of
the disk - just 5k in total.  How?  Knight Lore offered
the same apparent paradox - surely it wasn’t possible
to get so many rooms, so much information into a
mere 48K?

Regardless of memory-space trickery, Knight Lore
was a huge success, critically and commercially.

Follow-ups using the same technique were obvious
and numerous (and not just from Ultimate) but even
when extra features and ideas were added (’Head
over Heels’ from a rival company offered a Resident
Evil 0-style swapping of characters to solve problems)
none could really compare to the brilliant purity of
the original.

Alien 8 (main), Nightshade,
Gunfright and Pentagram

offered similar gameplay and
graphics to Knight Lore.

Alien 8 was the official Ultimate sequel, which was
followed up with Nightshade, Gunfright and
Pentagram, all very similiar in style and conception,
although Cyberun offered a mild diversion pre-
Pentagram and returned to the side on perspective,
but which lacks the tightness and production values
that Jetpac and co. brought to the market.  It’s not
entirely realistic to degrade the Filmation-branded
games after Knightlore for their familiarity though,
the later games offered larger play areas and better
graphics, and at the end of the day were fine games
to play in their own right.

What is fact, though, is that Pentagram marked the
end of the Stamper-brothers developed games,
because after that the team moved onto console

titles (firstly the Nintendo Entertainment System)
under the name of Rare.  Whilst US Gold bought
out the name Ultimate, both Martainoids and Bubbler
were produced by a completely different team and
lacked the qualities that made the older games so
tangible - even the cover art had digressed to pre-
Sabre Wulf standards, sadly.

The Commodore 64,
however, enjoyed a

good number of Firebird-
ported titles, and a fair
selection of exclusive
games, but the C64
market never really

caught on for Ultimate,
and by 1986 they had

abandoned home
computers entirely.

Ultimate was dead, Rare was just getting started,
and thinking ahead 15 years, I will retract my original
statement - the best thing to happen to this current
generation of consoles is for Rare to have moved
to Xbox development.

The next issue will not only show how from NES,
to Gamecube, Rare produced some quite brilliant
games for Nintendo machine - Goldeneye, Banzo
and Kazooie, Donkey Kong Country - but also,
ultimately, how having the pure horsepower of
Microsoft’s current (and next) console will allow the
Stamper brothers to go beyond what we can
currently imagine.  We assess Nintendo’s decision
to sell Rare, and look forward to the first Xbox
exclusive title - Kameo, and of course, the all-
important Perfect Dark Zero...

Ironically, one of Ultimate’s
last Stamper-produced
Spectrum games was
The Cyberun, a refreshing
diversion from the isometric
perspective.  Sadly, it was
undernourished and a flop.

And Pentagram was the
final Filmation game for
the Spectrum.  The doors to
true 3 dimensional graphics
would be closed for a good
few years yet to Ultimate.
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Ultimate’s Knightlore was
the defining moment in their
8-bit career, introducing the
isometric perspective dubbed
Filmation by the Stamper
Brothers.  Years ahead of it’s
time, Knightlore was stunning.

Retro:
Classic game ad #1
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GSO:
Gamestyle Online

There is a moment when your involvement with
any project or passion is justified; it is a sense of
elevation that transcends all the effort – all the late
nights, all the wasted words, all the relationship
breakdowns.  For Dean Swain, founder of
Gamestyle, it came when – a year after starting
the fansite with Jason Spiller – his work received
the ultimate acknowledgement: the opportunity
to attend the 2001 Nintendo Show.  “It was strictly
invite only”, recalls Dean.  “That was a big boost
for us because, as far as we can gather, the big N
doesn't get too involved with fan based sites, but
they have supported us by sending us review code
for a long time now”.  And that’s compliment
enough: Gamestyle has engendered a reputation
that has seen it treated with the utmost respect
by the industry’s most revered names – and with
the enormous density of  “me too” fansites on the
‘Net, that’s some achievement.  It takes something
special to stand out, to be heard in a place where
everyone seems to be screaming for recognition.
 Gamestyle did and Gamestyle now has that
recognition: the site is revered as the most
professional of non-professional publications; as a
bastion for unrivalled honesty, intelligence and
integrity.

But it didn’t always seem that things would turn
out that way.  “The original vision was very different
to what we have today”, says Dean.  “Most sites
at the time were very dull looking and I went for
an FHM magazine look, including some nice pictures
of the latest female models. We also went way
over the top with the comedy, a few people really
liked our approach on things, but most people

If it wasn’t for one

man’s determination,

hard work and sheer

will power, Gamestyle

wouldn’t be half the

site it is today, and

there certainly

wouldn’t be an offline

magazine.  He’s

alright, though - and

he tells us the entire

story, right here.

hated it. Thinking back, the original idea would
have never worked out and I totally misjudged
things”.  Dean didn’t realise this at the time, and
pressed on: “When we first started, I was doing
everything. There were only two of us writing, I
was also coding the site (very badly I might add).
 On top of all of that, I was trying to get us some
PR contacts. The main problem was that the other
guy who was writing for the site (Jason Spiller) was
a total odd ball. He was a great guy but most of
his reviews were completely off the wall and the
PR people just didn't get what we were originally
aiming for. Thankfully the Gamestyle team has
grown and my role is a lot less demanding than it
was. I no longer have to stay up until 3am uploading
reviews to beat the competition. These days, I
mainly just oversee progression of the site.”

Though they might have been heading in perhaps
slightly the wrong direction, something marked
out Gamestyle in those early days: dedication.
There was a genuine, palpable desire to achieve
and improve.  To be better; better than they had
been themselves and better than everyone else.
It is surely this drive that ensured Gamestyle’s
success – Dean’s devotion to the cause meant
that progress was always being made.

That success, though, didn’t always seem inevitable
to Dean – and he certainly didn’t envision the site
reaching the standard it has now: “my expectations
have grown immensely”.  And every time those
expectations expanded, he reached his goal –
every time his compass was adjusted and a new
sphere of demand was drawn, it was filled.  “Back
when we started there wasn't a fan based site that
updated every day. At Gamestyle now, there isn't
a single day that the site isn't updated. Even now,
it's very rare that a fan based site actually ads as
many reviews and articles as we do. In fact, I doubt
if there are many professional sites that update as
much as we do.”

Accomplishment brought prosperity, and Gamestyle
quickly become renowned as dependable and
dedicated to a level far beyond that which most
amateur websites were working to.  A less
glamorous – but perhaps just as complimentary –

marker of their achievements than the invitation
to the Nintendo Show came when Gamestyle got
to see the ugly side of the industry.  “Well, we
mainly deal with PRs who have a rather bad
reputation anyway”, says Dean.  Though most of
Gamestyle’s contacts are helpful and reasonable,
there are exceptions: “we have been asked to
change our reviews in the past and mark games
up with a higher score. This is something that
obviously we would never do. Anyway, the most
recent case was when we reviewed a game that
had already been on sale for a few days – it was
already selling like hot cakes but we were asked
to change our score from a 9 to a 10…I guess a
9 just isn’t high enough for some people.”  Guess
who?

Dean recalls another highlight, another example
of just what’s possible through dedication: “the
most recent high was being the first European site
to publish the first Halo 2 screens taken from the
intro. Once word got around, our servers nearly
went into meltdown.”  Despite their lofty position
now, Gamestyle was born out of something simple:
necessity.  Videogame journalism on the Internet
had – miraculously – reached all-time low levels
of quality, and something had to be done.

“At the time the quality of fan based sites wasn't
as high as it is today; every fan based site that was
around was run by people who seemed to think
that gaming started with the birth of the SNES &
Megadrive. I had been into gaming since the Atari
2600 and ZX81 days. I was fed up with every
platform game being compared to Sonic and not
Manic Miner. I was bored of people going on about
Mario & Lara Croft being the mascots of gaming.
For me, Monty Mole was a true mascot.”

That’s, essentially, what it all comes down to.
That’s what it’s always been about: offering a service
properly.  Gamestyle is no more than what every
gamer deserves – honest, informed, reliable – but
it’s so rare.  Dean Swain is, along with the rest of
the Gamestyle staff, a doer.  There wasn’t a gaming
website around that offered what he wanted to
read.  So he went and made it.
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And if you needed to know a little more about
the site itself, one of our forum members, known
only by the cryptic symbolistic [y], posed these
questions to Dean earlier this month:

Can you talk a little bit about the team structure?
Is there a sense of companionship and closeness
between the staff?

Well myself & Jason Julier are in charge of the site,
Jason is also editor of the site, Darran Jones is now
in charge of PR, Alex Carroll is the editor of
Gamestyle Offline & Mike Holmquist (Man of
genius) is in charge of the technical side of
Gamestyle. Then we have staff writers Mike Bather,
Chris Faires and we also have some great
contributors such as Ollie Barder and Usman Zia.

We are like a second family, we try and meet up
a couple of times a year and I speak to most of
the guys at least once a day either online or on
the phone.

Are there any particular figures in the world of
games journalism and writing that you respect -
 who would be your dream addition to the
Gamestyle staff?

I would love Stuart Campbell to write a few articles
for us, I respect a lot of the things that he has to
say but at times he does make a bit of a tit of
himself. I think his best work was when he was
working on Your Sinclair & Amiga Power. I would
also love Rich Pelly (from Your Sinclair & Arcade
fame) to do a few reviews for us. The "Crap Games
Corner" of Your Sinclair was a superb example of
Richard’s sense of humour.

How does the creation of the magazine affect
the site?

More work for the writers and it also means that
Alex Carroll now just works on the magazine
rather than trying to write for both. Our aim is
that the magazine has at least 70% exclusive content,
which is hard work but it lets us express ourselves
in different ways. There's some stuff that just isn't
possible or just doesn't suit a website. We are
very proud of the magazine, and it's improving all
of the time. As for affecting the site, well so far it
hasn't really affected it, apart from making more
people aware of it.

Going commercial - would Gamestyle do it?

I'm honestly not sure; if the money was right,
maybe. I've often pictured the team in an office
and I'm sure that we could do it. But after a while
I think it would take the fun out of things... Which,
let’s face it, is what gaming is all about.

In the meantime, Gamestyle will soon be unveiling
the all new version of the site, unofficially dubbed
V5.  Stay tuned...

CENSORED

Version 1

Version 2

Version 3

Version 4
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GSO:
Next issue

Dead or Alive
Xtreme Volleyball:

The verdict.


